Advisory 9
Recognition and Authority of Published Standards
This Advisory notifies all licensees, registered organizations and applicants of API’s ongoing commitment
to maintaining product safety and the integrity of its licensing/certification programs in the petroleum and
natural gas industry. API requires that design and manufacture of products eligible to bear the API
Monogram be based solely on the official* current copy of the applicable specification or standard issued
by API Standards development subcommittees and published under the authority of the API.
Before the approval of an initial and/or renewal application for an API Monogram license, the organization
must maintain a current official copy of all API documents relative to the application, or proposed scope of
the license. Additionally, this shall apply to organizations that want a certificate of registration to API
Spec Q1.
The official copy must be also an authorized** copy as verified by having a watermark that contains the
organization’s name or evidence in the form of an invoice showing that the organization purchased an
authorized copy from an API authorized redistributor. The organization shall maintain the authorized,
official copy of the current version of the applicable API documents as long as they are actively
participating in any API licensing and certification program.
Failure to comply with the above will result in an audit nonconformance, and if not rectified, can lead to
the suspension or cancellation of the company’s API Monogram License(s), withdrawal of application for
license(s) and / or APIQR Certificate(s) of Registration (in the case of Q1 Registration). Authorized
copies of API publications can be purchased through the Monogram Web Store.
This advisory supersedes any previous guidance. It is considered part of API’s Program Requirements and
compliance is required for certification.

*An official copy is the English version of the applicable document purchased through an authorized redistributor.
** An authorized copy is purchased through an API authorized redistributor and may be in the organization’s native
language, where available, from an API authorized redistributor. However, all audits are based only on the English
version of the applicable document.

